
Notes from the State Convention of the Pacific Green Party
April 15, 2012
Eugene, Oregon
 
in Attendance:
 
Pat Driscoll ,George Hutchinson, Keith Barger, Chris Pewder, Suzia Aufierde,
Monica Schreiber, Seth Woolley, Yaney MacIver, Mike Weinberg, Jan Lee,
Charles Newlin, Chris Henry, Randy Prince, Chris Lugo
 
Morning Session
 
Linn Benton Chapter set up for Earth Day
CEDAW Supported/Endorsed by assembled party.
Paul Aratas sent a letter announcing 5th district candidacy (later withdrawn).
Us Campaign to End the Occupation endorsed with one stand aside by
assembled party.
Pride Festival being organized and volunteers needed for a table June 15-17.
GMO Free Linn Benton Proposal Circulated
 
Platform
 
30 minutes discussion set up on how to approve platform
with conclusion to approve revision of clerical errors.
consensus reached on changes to national and global platform
grassroots democracy platform approved
campaign finance reform approved except for one item.
media reform plank approved with some clerical and minor changes.
election reform plank significant changes made, sections moved and consensed
upon.
no consensus on human rights and non discriminiation.
education plank achived consensus
 
lunch break.
 
Afternoon session
 
seth woolley gave a presentation on targeting districts through their new
computer method.
voter registration drive addressed
wooley presentation approved and endorsed by assembled party.
seth wooley requested content from green party supporters for voter registration
targeting.
voter registration discussed for an hour, broken into three categories - online, in
person and lawsuit.



assembled party consensedon online advertising campaign with one stand aside.
 
National convention selection of delegates
 
Monica Schreiber - delegate
Yaney MacIver - delegate
Mike Weinberg - delegate
Chris Henry - delegate
Seth Woolley - delegate
all approved by consensus
 
Next convention
 
next convention set for june 2nd-3rd in salem
possibly one day at friends meeting house
first day nominating convention
second day business convention
 
Electoral Strategy
 
pat driscoll encouraged and expressed willingness by assembled party to run for
state treasurer
and to sign on to ballot access lawsuit as a potential candidate.
4th district looking for candidates to run on strong local issues. 
5th district contested race with paul aranas (later withdrawn) and chris lugo
 
scc business
 
keith barger resigned from scc
yaney mciver nominated and elected to scc
seth woolley nominated and elected to the scc
 
meeting adjourned.
 
chris lugo
pgp scc secretary.
 


